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So while I wish Demi a speedy recovery, it is important that you all stop doing whip-its (not to be confused with my favorite butthole relaxant and room odorizer, Poppers) the wrong way.. I'm trying to break the metal seal with a knife I know sounds stupid and ghetto, but I'm wearing many layers of clothes as well as gloves under oven mitts, no skin is exposed.. You meant 'Whippets' (the correct spelling), as in nitrous oxide If we are anything here at Gawker, we are
educators first and foremost.

Couldn't find one My question is, is it possible to get the Nitrous out of the whippits and into a balloon without a cracker or canister? If so, please explain in detail how it's done.. Hahaha dont try busting the bulb open with a knife you wont get it in the balloon, that gas is stored under high pressure & you will most likely just end up injuring your self.. Some of the most fun experiences I've ever had involved my friends whipped cream bottle and a box of whippets.. ' But a
lot of good ones Here's the first solution Here's your supplies needed 1 - large diameter fast-food straw 1 - 1 gallon ziploc bag, double-zip, thicker plastic, both are good.

how to take whippets without a balloon

how to take whippets without a balloon, how to do whippets without a balloon, how to use whippets without balloon, use whippets without cracker, how to open whippets without a cracker, how to crack whippets without cracker

My only option is to make one out of PVC piping but I have no knowledge of parts and such so I'd prolly do a horrible job.

how to use whippets without balloon

Which vaccinations does he really need? Everything You Never Wanted to Know About Whip-Its They’re cheap, fun, and increasingly popular.. 1 - a number of whipits Cut the corner of your gallon bag opposite the zipper, very small.. Also try out local second hand stores, thrift stores etc for old soda syphons they are fairly common to find just make sure it has the screw on part that hold the bulb otherwise the thing is useless! Some previous responders are '.. Broken
heart don't feel so bad You ain't got half of what you thought you had Rock you baby to and fro Not too fast and not too slow Post Extras: Pages: 1 Shop:Similar Threads Poster Views Replies Last post ( ) 6,800 55 09/30/03 02:55 AM ( ) 1,370 21 09/26/05 01:21 AM 768 17 10/18/05 04:39 PM 1,059 6 12/13/04 04:02 PM 747 6 07/12/05 08:11 AM 904 13 08/14/04 03:42 AM ( ) 6,132 36 08/29/03 04:46 AM 726 5 01/07/04 07:13 PM Extra information You cannot start
new topics / You cannot reply to topics HTML is disabled / BBCode is enabled Moderator: 16,482 topic views.. I've never done or seen anyone do nitrous so this is all very new to me Experianced replies would be greatly appreciated.

how to open whippets without a cracker

Visit How To Choose a Good Puppy I'm interested in adopting a dog rather than buying from a dog breeder.. Always wanted to try nitrous Finally went out and found some whippits at a gourmet food store.. Also you used to be able to buy them on ebay, you might find one on there if you would rather wait.. Although I didn't not buy the whipped cream canister Instead I bought balloons and searched all over the city for a cracker.. Zip your bag, blow up through the straw
Holds pressure? Good, lets move on If not, get it right, you'll thank yourself later.. Any idea how I can open the seal? I tried drilling with a knife, doesn't look like I'm even affecting the seal.. They aren't cheap, but if you like whippets the whipped cream dispensers are totally worth it.. 1 - roll of tape (high qual Electrical tape best, rubbery not plastic-y) 1 - push pin, screw, thumbtack, anything pointy.. 12 members, 87 guests and 20 web crawlers are browsing this forum
Toggle Favorite.. If you are really that desperate to do the nitrous heres a website with some directions on how to make a ghetto nang cracker with things found at a hardware store. e10c415e6f 
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